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Wonderful Christmas messages -I learned so much of Jesus.
Bangalore, India

Wonderful Christmas lessons.
We were thrilled.
At least 6 new saved ones!
Iceland

The Christmas lessons are the most exciting messages I have ever heard.
I knew the name "Jesus" but now I know so much and I am eager to learn more.
Bangkok, Thailand

I have listened to every one of the Christmas messages
and am awe struck
as I learn the truth about Jesus.
Cairo, Egypt

Wonderful and exciting Christmas messages.
I have heard of the holiday
but this is my first knowledge of the Bible and Jesus.
Almaty, Kazakhstan

Blessed me for discovering the essential of Christmas
which I never understanded.
It is Jesus !!
Huangshan, China

How happy to learn of Christmas
and to discover Jesus.
Sinuiju, North Korea

The wonderful talkings of the Christmas made myself happiness!
Beijing, China

My life will never be the same,
since I discovered what Christmas is -- for Jesus.
Kyoto, Japan

The studies of Christmas are so incredible.
I have listened carefully to each one more than once.
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Finally to learn the meaning of Christmas.
Not jingle bell, jingle bell.
Actually the borning of Jesus !
Excitement !
Nanchang, China

The messages of Christmas touched me profoundly.
I fear that religious people are missing the meaning of Christmas.

Jesus did not come to institute a religion
but to die for our sins
and provide a relationship with Him by faith.
Cardinal Martini enthusiastically endorsed all of these studies.
Vatican City

I was a student in the US for 4 years.
During that time I attended a "Christian" church frequently.
I saw manger scenes and heard Christmas hymns.
I never heard about the real significance of Christmas.
In these messages, finally I understood that Christmas is the birth of Jesus,
the God and man who died for my sins, as my substitute.
Lagos, Nigeria

Thank you.
The glorious Christmas explanations made me alive.
Helsinki, Finland

Wonderment Christmas talkings - awesome!
Learned me of Jesus.

His love for me.

Guiyang, China

Christmas lessons.
Thank translating person.
I believe in Jesus now.
Osaka, Japan

I trusted in Jesus as savior as a consequence of these wonderful
Bible messages 2 years ago.
The Christmas lessons brought 4 family members to Jesus!
We have 2 new study groups in 2 homes !
Iceland

The wonderful messages explaining Christmas: I could not stop listening.
God clearly used them so that I would understand not only Christmas -but to fully know Jesus.
Jakarta, Indoniesia

Haining feeling spectaularous!
Trusted in Jesus as savior.
Haining
Jiangshan, China

Found  listened.
Heard  trusted.
Beijing, China

Thank you for the wonderful Christmas messages
which led me to understand the meaning of the holiday
which is the cross of Jesus
where He became my substitute.
Grazie professore!
Milan, Italy

Against the instructions I listened to the Christmas lessons
and finally comprehended that Jesus is the savior for
everyone who only trust in Him.
Nairobi, Kenya

Tremendous, spectacular presentation of Christmas!
Through them I was led to Jesus who died for my sins!
I remember this professor.
Il a vraiment parlé la langue de Molière !
Paris, France

I was so pleased to see all of the Christmas lessons in a grouping.
I invited many to listen. All were regaled.
All wanted to continue -- to listen to each.
So many trust in Jesus!
Iceland

Amazingly engaging lessons for Christmas.
I am in the process of listening to each for the 3rd time.
Jerusalem, Israel

I have listened to many of these marvelous lessons.
After months of denial I have trusted in Jesus of Nazareth as my Messiah Savior.
Jerusalem, Israel

February 2018
I have listened to many of these lessons for long time.
Finally I understand and trust in Jesus only.
Seoul, South Korea
Christmas talkings!
Thrill me.
Beijing, China

